In digital cinema, an image goes through many types of processes like scanning, mastering, and digital intermediate. Among them, the digital intermediate process plays a central role because it determines the final color of an image. It edits and changes the colors of the images. However, some color distortions such as color bleeding are generated when editing and changing local colors in an image. In this paper, local color improvement for digital intermediate is proposed based on color transfer. Our method is simple and efficient color improvement that does not requires neither precise image segmentation nor feature matching. To prevent color distortions, a modified color influence map is proposed with color categories. First, the source image is roughly segmented using a color category map, which groups similar colors in color space. Second, the color influence map is modified by assigning different weights to the lightness and chroma components. Lastly, the modified color influence map and color category map filtered with anisotropic diffusion are combined. Experimental results show that the proposed method produces less color distortion in the resulting image.
Introduction
With the recent significant advances in digital photography, digital cinema has become one of the main applications, resulting in several important technological developments, including the introduction of digital cameras with a high dynamic range, depth, and high-resolution image acquisition, advanced digital projectors for reproducing real color, computer graphics for visual effects, and digital intermediate processes [1] - [7] .
The digital cinema process can essentially be categorized as image acquisition, correction, and mastering for the output device, as shown in Fig. 1 . Images acquired by a digital camera or film scanner are supplemented with visual effects (VFX), which are added using computer graphic technology, and the resulting images are then sent to a digital intermediate to correct or modify the colors. Next, the images undergo different mastering processes for the output device, such as a film projector, digital projector, or video.
A digital intermediate is the process of editing and changing the colors of an image to the desired colors. However, this process is somewhat tedious and requires a high degree of interactivity with a colorist. After manually segmenting an image into regions, the desired color is assigned to each region. However, when the local colors in an image are edited for a digital intermediate, some color distortions are generated. Accordingly, this paper proposes a local color transfer as a simple and efficient method for improving local colors in the digital cinema. A color transfer is the process of transferring the properties of the color statistics in a target image to the source image, thereby altering its color appearance. Typically, there are two types of color transfer: global color transfer and local color transfer.
A global color transfer alters the color of the whole image. Reinhard et al. presented a simple global color transfer method based on the color statistics of the whole source image and target image in Lαβ color space [8] . In the case of Lαβ color space, L represents an achromatic channel, while α and β represent chromatic channels. Thus, the pixel values of the source image are changed to match the mean and standard deviation of the target image at each channel. Yet, while the algorithm is simple and efficient, it cannot reflect the local color statistics of the image. Thus, it generates unnaturalness or oversaturation in the resulting image.
Another global color transfer method is histogram matching that transfers the distribution shape of each channel in an image. Neumann used histogram matching in HSL space to achieve an exact match of the gamut of the target image [9] . Pities also proposed a method for transferring an N-dimensional probability density distribution [10] . In contrast to Reinhard's method, these methods transfer the histogram or probability density function of the target image. Yet, since a global color transfer method based on pixelwise matching lacks spatial information, significant spatial Copyright c 2015 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers artifacts are produced, such as local color distortion and gradient differences. Thus, Chang proposed an example-based color transfer method, which transfers color using linear mapping based on a basic convex hull in each color category [11] , [12] . However, the color transfer is restricted to individual color categories.
Meanwhile, a local color transfer changes the color of an object or some regions in the image. Thus, the color of specific parts within an image can be selectively changed. In this case, the user has to select a pair of corresponding regions in the source and target images. Maslennikova designed a weighted mask for each pixel in the source image using a color influence map, which specifies the parts of the source image that will be affected according to the color of the target image [13] . A principal component analysis (PCA)-based local color transfer has also been proposed, where the color properties are featured as a vectorial descriptor using a PCA and the descriptor is then transformed [14] , [15] . In addition, a Growcut image segmentation algorithm is used to specify the part of the image that will change color [16] . However, while this provides a high degree of accuracy and is easy to correct, it is time-consuming. More recently, probability segmentation in color space has been adapted for local color transfers, such as a Bayesian classifier based on a maximum likelihood estimation [17] . A 3-dimensional Gaussian mixture model has also been used for the automatic selection of the best-matching source region from other multiple images [18] . Accordingly, this paper proposes a local color transfer method that combines modified color influence map and color category map. The source image is first roughly segmented according to color categories. Thereafter, the color influence map is modified so that different weights are assigned to the lightness and chroma. The modified color influence map and color category map are then combined to reduce the color distortion from poor color segmentation of the image. Consequently, the proposed method produces less color distortion in the resulting image. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 explains the problems with a digital intermediate. Section 3 then describes the proposed local color transfer combining a color category map and modified color influence map. Section 4 presents some experimental results, and the final conclusions are given in Sect. 5.
Conventional Method

Problems with Digital Intermediate
A digital intermediate is an important process in digital cinema as it determines the final image colors. Thus, various techniques have been developed for correcting and recoloring an image. However, several problems are generated when editing and changing the colors of an image. When changing the local colors, the corresponding local region that contains its color has to be separated from the image.
Conventionally, separating the corresponding local region from the whole image is based on the color distance. The regions that are close in color distance are regard as the corresponding local region. However, since the degree of closeness in color distance is ambiguous and uncertain, color distortion is often generated around boundaries of the separated local region.
A digital intermediate is also a tedious and timeconsuming process. A colorist edits the image colors to reflect the intention of the director. Thus, the editing and changing of the image colors need to be conducted sensitively. For example, when modifying the local color, the colorist manually segments the image into regions, and then assigns a color to each region. In addition, the complicated boundaries between regions need to be precisely treated by the colorist. Therefore, this paper proposes a simple and efficient local color improvement for digital cinema based on a color transfer.
The Proposed Color Improvement Method
Local Color Transfer
The local color transfer method is essentially based on the global color transfer originally proposed by Reinhard et el. that adopts Lαβ color space, which is an orthogonal color space. Since the axes are uncorrelated, undesirable crosschannel artifacts can be reduced. Thus, the RGB values of the input image are converted to CIE XYZ based on D65 standard conversion matrix. CIE XYZ, which is the device independent color space, is then converted to Lαβ space, and this space is used for calculating the color influence map.
The color transfer involves transferring the color statistics of the target image to the source image, where the color statistics are the mean and standard deviation calculated in Lαβ color space as below;
where i, j is the pixel position in an image, c(i, j) is the color vector, and N = (i 2 −i 1 +1)·( j 2 − j 1 +1) is the number of pixels. Before performing local color transfer, the target image and local region are selected according to the user's preference. While local region means a part of the source image that contains the color to be changed, target image means a partial region of a specific image or a patch that contains the transferring color. The color influence map separates the corresponding local region from the source image instead of using an image segmentation algorithm. It represents the degree of transferring color statistics as a weighted value for each pixel in the source image [13] . After calculating the Euclidian distance between the average Lαβ for the selected local region in the source image and Lαβ for each pixel in the whole source image, it is converted by using a transfer function that is inversely proportional to the distance. Color influence map, f cim , is given by
where
where superscript R denotes the selected local region, subscripts s and t denote the source image and target image, and σ R s and σ t are the standard deviations in Lαβ color space of the selected local region in the source image and target image, respectively. However, the closeness of the color distance can be ambiguous, making it difficult to separate the corresponding local region from the source image. As a result, color distortion, such as color bleeding at the boundaries between regions, is invariably generated.
The Proposed Method
To reduce unwanted color distortion, an improved local color transfer is proposed based on a combined color weight map that merges a color category map and modified color influence map. The proposed method is outlined in Fig. 2 and can be divided into two parts. The first part involves color categorization according to basic color terms, and filtering the color category map using anisotropic diffusion [19] . The second part involves modified color influence map. The resulting image is then created by color transfer with combined color weight map.
In the first part, the source image is roughly segmented using a color category map, which groups similar colors in color space. It restricts the color transfer to a specific color category according to a given color. To categorize the colors, the Basic Color Terms (BCTs), which are black, white, red, green, yellow, blue, brown, purple, pink, orange, and gray, are adopted [11] , [12] . A color-naming segmentation experiment was conducted for color categorization. After displaying a patch with a black background on a monitor, an observer selected a color category among 11 color categories. Patches for the experiment are roughly sampled. A total 512 patches which is the combination of evenly sampled 8 patches at each channel are used for the experiment.
The color category map, D c (i, j), means a binary image contain the desired color. When a pixel is determined to be the desired color, it is assigned 1, otherwise it is assigned 0. Thus, the source image is roughly segmented into 11 color categories given by
where D category c is the desired color category among the 11 color categories. The color category map, which is a rough segmentation of the desired color region, is then trimmed. Since the colors in the source image are assigned to 11 parts according to the color category, differences are generated around the boundaries between the desired color category map and the rest of the color in an image. Thus, to reduce these artifacts, an anisotropic diffusion filter is applied. The anisotropic diffusion filtered color category map, D c , is given by
where div() means the divergence operator and ∇ is the gradient of the image. The second part of the proposed method modifies the color influence map. In the color influence map, the same weight is applied to each color component when calculating the color distance, thereby generating color distortions. These color distance is modified and then merged with the anisotropic diffusion filtered color category map using combined factors. When analyzing the color distortions resulting from the color influence map, it did not consider the property of lightness and chorma for calculating a color distance. Most distortions came from directly reflecting lightness and chroma difference between the local region and the source image to color distance. When parts of an image contain a small lightness difference compared to the chroma difference, the conventional method regards such regions as having a close color distance and generates color distortion. In contrast, the proposed method treats the chroma and lightness independently. Thus, when calculating the color distance, different weights are assigned to the lightness and chroma according to the image. The combined color weight map, f ccwm , and proposed color transferred image, c s (i, j), are given by
where ρ denotes the weighted Euclidian distance in Lαβ color space, κ d and κ c are the combined factors of the modified color influence map and color category map, respectively, and ω s is the weight vector of the color component. As a result, the proposed method is able to separate the corresponding local region that contain a given color from the source image more strictly than previous methods, thereby reducing the color distortion in the resulting image.
Experimental Results and Discussions
To validate the proposed method, the maps calculated for the intermediate step of the color transfer were compared. Green in a source image of Fig. 3 is altered and the each map is obtained as a gray scale, where a high intensity represents a similar region in color to the transferring color, i.e. close in color distance. As shown in Fig. 3 (b) , the green category map has a discrete distribution and distinctly separates a green category pixel from adjacent pixels. However, since this can cause boundary artifacts and an unnatural color transfer, a green category map with anisotropic diffusion filtering was used to provide continuity and smoothness, and preserve the edges of the color category map. When the proposed combined color influence map was compared with the conventional color influence map, the proposed method reduced the color distortion in the boundary between the rock and the pond of the resulting image by attenuating the intensity of the map. The performance of the proposed local color transfer method was tested, and the results are shown in Fig. 4 . The object of the experiment was to alter the dark blue of the clothes to bright blue in the target image. The previous method, which is interactive local color transfer method, generated color artifacts around the hair, whereas the proposed method generated less color distortion around the hair. Plus, the color of the hair in Fig. 4 (d) was more similar to the color of the hair in the source image than the color of the hair in Fig. 4 (c) . In other words, there was minimal color statistic propagation outside the blue color category. The reason for the lower color distortion in the proposed method can be predicted by comparing the two maps in Fig. 4 (e) and (f). The blue region in the source image was more accurately discriminated with the proposed method than with the previous method.
To confirm the effect of the parameters used to combine the modified color influence map and color category map, κ d and κ c were adjusted to four settings. As a kind of weight for each map, it takes the role of a steerable color transfer. The resulting images are shown in Fig. 5 when κ d and κ c was 0.5 and 1, 0.75 and 1, 1 and 1, and 1 and 0.75, respectively. As seen, the blue in the resulting image turned to bright blue when increasing κ d , which means that the degree of the color transfer is controlled by κ d . It can be also inferred from the intensity of combined color weight map. When comparing the third and fourth column images in Fig. 5 (b) , the color transfer regions were slightly reduced, which means that κ c controls the color transfer regions, while the degree of the color transfer is nearly maintained. κ d = 1 and κ c = 1 were used as the default values in the experiments. Figure 6 represents three test and resulting images when using the previous method, the PCA-based method, and the proposed method [13] , [15] . While blue was altered in first image, green were altered the second and third image. As shown in Fig. 6 (a) , the previous method generated color artifacts, where the color around the hair turned to green, the brown in boundary between rock and pond of the second image turned to reddish brown, and the green in surface of the river become oversaturated. The resulting images from the PCA-based method also generated color artifact like the previous method. The hair and boundary between rock and pond turned to blue. Especially unwanted distorted color spots can be seen in some parts of the boat from the third image. However, the proposed method significantly reduced such color artifacts, as shown Fig. 6 (c) .
The proposed method was also applied as a digital intermediate for digital cinema, where the four test images acquired using a digital cinema camera are shown in Fig. 7 . The image size was 2K, which means 2048x1080. As the green in the original images was too desaturated and dark for digital cinema, the local region containing green was separated, slightly saturated, and lightened using the proposed method. The resulting images showed no boundary color distortions and the modified green color appeared natural.
To conduct a subjective evaluation, psychophysical experiments were performed. These experiments involved twelve observers with a priori knowledge of color image processing and used the seven test images shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The observers evaluated the resulting images focused on the color reproduction. The results of the experiments are represented by the MOS (mean opinion score), which is the mean value of the observers' scores from 1 to 5. As shown in Fig. 8 , the proposed method produced a better score compared with the other results.
Conclusion
A color transfer method for improving local colors was presented to reduce the color distortion involved in the digital intermediate of digital cinema. The proposed local color transfer, which is simple and can efficiently reduce color distortion around a complex boundary, is a combined color weight map that merges a modified color influence map with a color category map. After the source image is roughly separated into the desired color regions using a color category map, the color influence map is modified by assigning different weights to the lightness and chroma, respectively. The modified color influence map and color category map are then combined. In experiments, normal and digital cinema images were both used as test images. When comparing the resulting images, the proposed method produced less color distortion than previous methods. 
